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numpy as np import os import librosa from d2l.models
import BaseSpeechModel def load_corpus(scp): # load
the corpus corpus = librosa.load(scp) # define the model
model = BaseSpeechModel() # try to train the model
model.fit(corpus) return model def load_file(scp): # load
the file file = os.path.join(scp, "wifi_20_mono.raw.wav")
# load the audio audio = librosa.load(file) # define the
model model = BaseSpeechModel() # try to train the
model model.fit(audio) return model The Magic Mountain,
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Codi Wilson, CP24.com A lawsuit filed in 2014
against the owners of a pizza chain claims in a
new document that they ignored fire codes
when opening a second restaurant in Vaughan.
Robert and Sande Sardin, the owners of Nova
Pizza, originally opened the chain in 2003 in
Thornhill and had plans to open a second
restaurant in Vaughan in 2012. According to
the document, that plan was scrapped once
they found out that the city was going to build
a 13,000-square-foot park and retail space for
under $1 million. That development was meant
to replace the townhouse area at the northwest
corner of Hurontario and Racine streets. In
2013, the plan stalled, but in 2014 the Sards
opened a second location in Vaughan. The
lawsuit claims that the Toronto Fire Services
Bylaw Enforcement Division told the Sards that
they could not open the second location in a
garage that had been separated by a concrete
dividing wall and had multiple exits and only
one fire suppression system. The Sards said
that they couldn’t afford to retrofit the building
to meet all of the city’s regulations. The lawsuit
goes on to say that the Sards still operate the
Vaughan location and that the second location
is deemed unsafe due to the separation of the
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fire suppression system. “The separation of the
fire suppression system created an open gap,
which jeopardized the safety of
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